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About Us 
•! Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (SACE) has been a 

leading advocate for clean, responsible energy choices 
that better our communities, our region and our world 
for over 20 years.    

•! Since its formal inception in 1985, SACE has grown 
from a small group of individuals into a dynamic 
organization, with five offices across the Southeast and 
initiatives at federal, state and local levels.  SACE 
continues to expand organizationally, to address the 
needs of a rapidly changing planet.   

•!  As we look towards the future, SACE’s commitment to 
preserve, restore and protect our environment through 
the use of innovative technology, community outreach, 
grassroots and grasstops education, and pioneer policy 
work remains steadfast. 

  For more information on Southern Alliance for Clean Energy please visit 

www.cleanenergy.org 



Roadmap 

•! The Problem: 

–!What is Coal Ash? 

–!What is the current regulatory landscape? 

•! The Proposals: 

–!What is EPA proposing? 

–!What is industry saying? 

•! The Process: 

–!Timeline 

–!Opportunity for public input 

Roadmap 
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•! Around 194 landfills and 164 wet impoundments 

•! Second Largest Industrial Waste Stream in US! 

•! 150 MILLION Tons generated annually 

•! 200 MILLION Tons annually by 2015 

•! EPA has ID’d 71 cases of damage to ground and 
surface water  

•! EIP and Earthjustice have ID’d an additional 
71-81 cases (Out of Control I & II) 

Nationwide Coal Ash 
By the Numbers 



•! Tennessee 
–! Over 1 billion gallons of ash spills covering over 300 acres at a 

depth of 6 feet 

–! Cleanup costs of nearly $1 billion 

•! North Carolina  

–! 12 of the nation’s 49 “high hazard” ash ponds 
•! This means that if a pond ruptures it will “probably cause a loss of human 

life” 

•! Georgia 
–! Southern Co.’s Plant Scherer has the largest lagoon in the entire 

county and it is almost completely unregulated 

Regional Coal Ash 



•! No Federal Regulations 

•! Patchwork of State Regulations 

–! Water, Solid Waste, Dam Safety? 

Regulatory Landscape 



Slide from Earthjustice presentation , June 
24, 2010 



•! Regulation under the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 

•! Unprecedented dual Proposal 

–!Regulation under Subtitle C 
•! OR 

–!Regulation under Subtitle D 

•! Rules will only apply to electric utilities and 
independent power producers 

–!That is, industries that sell power 

The EPA Proposal 



•! Covers not only storage of waste, also: 

–!Generation 

–!Treatment 

–!Transportation 

–!Storage & 

–!Disposal 

•!Rule adopted and enforced by 
EPA and implemented by states 
•!Ash must have “cradle to 
grave” permitting 

RCRA Subtitle C 
Special Hazardous Waste 



•! Sub C Regs would require: 
•! Groundwater monitoring 

•! Corrective action 

•! Financial assurances 

•! Composite Liners 

•! Structural Stability reqs 

•! Closure and post-closure care 

•! Closure of all surface 
impoundment 

–! No new surface impoundments 

RCRA Subtitle C 
Special Hazardous Waste 



•! Sub D Regs would require: 
•!   

•!   

•!   

•!   

•!   

•!   

•!   

This is not a mistake. 

Subtitle D would require 

NOTHING! 

RCRA Subtitle D 
Household Garbage 



•! Under this “garbage” 
option, EPA develops 
suggested guidelines 

•! States can chose 
whether to adopt them 

•! EPA cannot enforce 
violations 

–! EPA Estimates only 48% 
compliance 

•! Citizen lawsuits are the 
only guaranteed 
recourse 

RCRA Subtitle D 
Household Garbage 



•! Moreover,  the garbage 
option applies only to 
disposal 

•! Generation, storage, 
transportation, 
treatment are all 
ignored under Sub. D 

•! Coal plants can store 
on property indefinitely   

RCRA Subtitle D 
Household Garbage 



•! Under either option, 
ash that is destined 
for “beneficial use” will 
remain unregulated 

•! Approx 43% of ash is 
reused 

•! Some uses are very 
good, others are very 
bad 

from:http://www.rmrc.unh.edu/tools/uguidelines/cbabs1.asp 

Reuse of Coal Ash 

EPA Proposals 
Beneficial Use 



Fill and Dumping 



1.! Stigma- Listing as a “special waste” is too much like “hazardous 
waste” so nobody will want to buy our ash any more 
•! EPA says this hasn’t happened in the past 

2.! Difficulty- We just won’t be able to comply with Subtitle C 
•! When beneficial use increased the stream will decrease 

3.! Unnecessary- Tests have shown that the ash isn’t always hazardous 
•! EPA says that newer tests are more accurate measures of the 

hazardous components of coal ash 
4.! Costly-Subtitle C would be expensive, we might have to stop burning 

coal 
•! Worse things have happened, and this will help internalize the cost 

of coal! 

What do these guys have to say? 



•! Rule was published 
on June 21, 2010 

•! Comment Period will 
run through 
September 21, 2010  

–! And may be extended 

•! EPA Will hold public 
hearings… 

The Process 



•! The public hearing process has not started well 

•! EPA gave until July 21 to request hearings 

•! On July 15th they announced 5 hearings 

–! Chicago, Dallas, Arlington, Denver, Charlotte, NC 

–! Have now announced hearings in Lexington, KY and 
Pittsburgh, PA 

•! SACE and many others are still pushing EPA to 
hold a hearing near Kingston, TN. 

•! Will hold a Citizens’ Hearing in lieu of EPA hearing 

The Process 
Public Hearings 



The Process: 
Public Hearings 

“We are writing to specifically 
request a hearing in Knoxville or 

Roane County, Tennessee in order 
that EPA can hear the voices of 

those most significantly effected by 
the ongoing mismanagement of coal 

ash.” 

“Failure to do so is an injustice, 
diminishing the comprehensiveness of 
the public hearing process and ignoring 
all those individuals who have the most 

experience…” 

“Given the importance of this area and 
the availability of space, there is no 

excuse for exclusion of the region from 
the public hearing process.” 



•! The opportunity for 
public involvement in 
this rule will end this 
fall. 

•! Beyond that, there is 
no telling how quickly 
EPA would act 

•! It will be a couple 
years minimum before 
new regs become 
effective 

•! The coal industry is 
very powerful and 
does not like change 

•! Their arguments are 
weak, but they are 
loud 
–! Passing through of new 

costs 

–! Bad for the environment 
and health 

–! Not necessary 

Final Thoughts 



•! Your involvement is necessary 

–! Submit comments 

–! Pack your car with friends and 
attend hearings ($) 

–! Tell your Congressperson and 
Governor to support Sub C. 

–! Support the groups fighting for 
comprehensive regulation 
of coal ash rather than 
household garbage 
guidelines 

Final Thoughts 



•! You can submit comments to EPA in person, by 
email or by mail. Its easy to do.  

•! Whatever method you use, include the docket # 

•! EPA-HQ-RCRA-2009-0640. 

–! Go to Regulations.gov 

–! Email rcra-docket@epa.gov 

–! CleanEnergy.org 

–! Or ask us for more details 
•! josh@cleanenergy.org 

•! ulla@cleanenergy.org 

Important Info 
Public Comments 



This presentation was brought to you by  

Please consider making a donation.   

Donate $10 to help SACE ensure a clean 
energy future by texting CLEAN to 20222 

Please visit our website at www.cleanenergy.org and 
our blog at http://blog.cleanenergy.org 


